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    Performance evaluation of enterprise is a significant problem in the present 
accounting field. Nowadays, science and technology develop rapidly along with 
the fall of information times, traditional performance evaluation system of 
finance is more and more difficult to meet the needs of enterprises and correlative 
users due to its immanent limitations. How to explore to strike up a scientific and 
effective performance evaluation system is a matter of urgency. Now, the study of 
this aspect keeps ahead at foreign than at home, they have had the relatively 
integrated theory system and quite abundant accumulation of practice, while we 
are only in the phase of exploring. In June, 1999,the Ministry of Finance, 
Economics and Trade Committee, the Ministry of Personnel and the Plan 
Committee together instituted the performance evaluation system of the 
state-owned enterprises, this symbolized the introductory establishment of 
performance evaluation system in china. But this system is established by 
government based on macro-control’s perspective, emphasizes particularly on 
government evaluation for the state-owned enterprises. As state-owned firms, 
especially state-owned group companies, it’s still in the initiative for them to set 
up a scientific and normative interior performance evaluation system of group 
according to their own characteristics. Mostly interior firms just pay attention to 
formal evaluation. Currently, the key point of the state-owned enterprises’ reform 
is to set up and perfect the modern system of enterprise along with deepening the 
state-owned enterprises’ reform in our country. The modern enterprise system 
requests that enterprises must carry out “clear ownership, definite authority and 
duty, separate government and enterprise, scientific management”. Performance 
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the important parts that compose the scientific management for enterprise. 
Therefore, to study how to set up the performance evaluation system in accord 
with the characteristics of the state-owned group company has very practical 
meaning for setting up the modern enterprise system and carrying out the 
protection and increment of the state capital. 
    From the group corporation and investor’s view, the thesis takes case study 
as its manner to deeply analyze and study the performance evaluation system of a 
big-type and state-owned group corporation aiming at its subsidiary companies, 
strives to sum up the characteristics of the system, finds out the shortages as well 
as brings forward relevant advice in order to provide the use for reference for 
striking up the scientific and normative performance evaluation system in the 
state-owned group corporation and promote the establishment of the modern 
enterprise system, achieve the protection and increment of the state capital as 
well. 
    The thesis is composed of four chapters. Chapter One mainly introduces the 
concept, correlative theories and foreign and interior development course about 
performance evaluation of enterprise. Chapter Two introduces the background of 
the selected case, mainly analyzes the meanings and causes of setting up the WY 
group’s performance evaluation system. Chapter Three mainly introduces and 
analyzes the WY group’s performance evaluation system. Chapter Four studies 
the effects and the existent problems based on the complete summary and 
analysis, provide the suggestions on how to further perfect the system, and at last, 
point out the attentive problems during the group corporation implements its 
performance evaluation system. 
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① （英国）理查德.威廉姆斯：《业绩管理》，东北财经大学出版社，1999 年 5 月第一版。 
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二、经济增加值评价法 
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